For your consideration:

Does the Waterfowl Advisory Group recommend providing comment on the restoration alternatives proposed by WDFW on the Skagit Wildlife Area – Island Unit?
Waterfowl Advisory Group:  
Monday, Dec. 7, 2020

What is the Waterfowl Advisory Group’s preferred alternative of the four presented in the report? 
Articulate why? What about this site makes it special to the larger waterfowl community that this group represents? The more specific the better.

Who is the Waterfowl Advisory Group? 
Do not assume this is known by the decision-makers that would review this alternatives report.

Regarding the report review (remember this is the actual request);  
What concerns do you have? The more specific the better  
What broader context do you think is not captured appropriately for decision-makers to consider?  
Provides specific critique of items presented in the summary table (3-5 strong examples/call-outs);  
Either alternatives (rows) or big-picture topics (columns)  
Scores

Are there any specific recommendations or requests that the group would like made (3-5 strong, specifically worded... likely inline with the critiques)

Are there specific individuals that the group would like to send a copy (cc) to emphasize the importance of the statement you are making? (examples: commission, director, wildlife program director, waterfowl section manager, NAWMP Planning Committee, Pacific Birds Habitat JV)